
r PART ONE • iNTROOUCTION

However, such a title may attract students more in terms of what it promises to
avoid rather than by reason of what it offers,

'Qualitative research' seems to promise that we wilJ avoid or downpIay statis-
tical techniques and the mechanics of the kinds of quantitative methods used in,
say, survey research or epidemiology. In fact, this was indeed the case - although
we expected students to take a course in survey rnethods and to be aware of how
the issues of validity and reliability so often posed by quantitarive researchers
are relevam to anl' kind of credible research (a1beit in varying ways).

The danger in the title, however, is that it seerns to assume a fixed preference
or predefined evaIuation of what is 'good' or at least 'appropriate' (i.e. qualitative)
and 'bad' or 'inappropriate' (i.e. quanrirarive) research. Yet JIly good researcher
knows that the choice of merhod should not be predetermined. Rather you
should choose a rnethod that is appropriate to what you are trying to find out
(see Punch, 1998: 2H).

For instance, if you want to discover how peopIe intend to vote, then a quan-
ti ta tive method, Iike a social survey, mal' be the most appropriate ehoice. On the
other hand, if l'ou are eoncerned with exploring peoples !ife histories or every-
day behaviour, then qualitative methods mal' be favoured. An insistence rhar any
rcsearch worrh its s.!lt should tollow a purely quantitative logie would simply rule
our the study ofmany interesting phenomena relating to what people actually do
in their day-to-day lives, whether in homes, offices or other public and privare
places.This suggests a purely pragmatic argument ('horses for eourses'), according
to whieh our research problem defines the rnost appropriate method.

50 we should nevcr assume that qualitative rnethods are intrinsicallv superior.
Indeed, a quantitative approach rnay sometimes be more appropriate to the
researeh problem in which we are interested. 50, in choosing a method, every-
thing depends upon what we are trying to find out. No method of research, quan-
titative or qualitative, is intrinsieally better than any other.

Moreover, as we shall see later, researeh problems are not neutral. How we
frame a researeh problem will inevitably reflecr a commitment (explieit or impIicit)
to a particular model of how the world works. And, ia qualitative research, there
are multiple, compctillg models.

50 when we sal' rhat we are cornmitred to qualitarive merhods, IVe still nc'L.J
:0 find answers to ;H Ieasr two further questions:

I,
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tt Exactly whar mcthods do we have in mind (e.g. interviews, foeus groups,
observation, texts, audio or video recordings)?

.) In whar ways are ('hese methods relevant to our research problem and to our
model of how the world is put together?
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In the next two seetions, I will show you how you can begin to think about
answering these qUt'stions.
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WHAT VOU CAN (AND CAN'T) 00 WITH aUAlITATIVE RESEARCH

TABLE 2,1 SHOULD I USE:· QUALI~ATIVE RES-:-EA_R-:C-::H_?_._--:-~::::-_:---::--:- _
What exactly am Itrjing It' find out? Different questions require different methods to

answer them.

2 What kind 01 locus on niy to,",,';;do I want to achieve? Do I want to study this phenomenon

or situation in detail? Or am I fT iainly interested in making standardized and systematic

comparisons and in accounting lor variance?

3 How have other researchers de<ilt with this topic? To what extent do I wish to align my

project with this literature?

4 What practical considerations sh ould sway my choice? For instance, how long might my

study take and do I have the resourees to study lt this wayi Can I get access to the single

case I want to study in depth? f\re cuantítatívs samples and data readily avai;db'e?

5 Will we learn more about this topic using quantitative ar qualitative msthods? What will be
the knowledge payoff 01 each method?

6 What seems to work best Ir,r me? Am I committed to a particular research model which

implies a particular methodology? Do I have a gut feeling about what a good piece 01
research looks like?
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i Soutce: adaptedfrom Punch (1998: 244-5)
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2,3 SHOUlD I USE QUAlITATIVE METHODS?

Table 2.1 offers some general answers to this questiono It shows that qualirarive
researeh is not always appropriate to every research problem. You need to think
through exactly what you are trying to achieve rather than be guided by some
fashion or trivial preterence - perhaps you are not comfortable doing statistical cal-
culations. 50, following icem 2 ofTable 2.1, if you are mainly interested in making
systematic comparisons in order to accounr for the variance in some phenomenon
(e.g. erime or suicide rates), then quantitative research is indicated. Equally, as a mie
of thumb, if it turns OUI that publishcd research on l'our topie is largely quantita- _
tive (item 3), does it P'<Y to swim against the tide? As I stress severa! times in this
book, li you can align :rour work with a previous, c1assie srudy, this makes a lot of
sense. The last rhing you want to do is to try to reinvent the wheel'

Lct me rry to tlesh out rhe bro,id f'uidelincs provided in this uGle by using orte
cx.unple \\. hich, r beli':ve, shows the issues vou need to tbink about when iimllg
your choice of methodology to your research problem. To concretize rhe discussion,
r will use a researeh ezample to help us focus on items 5 and 6 from Table 2.1.

A few months ago.when 1 was idly reading the job advertisements for universiry
researchers, r came ucross an advertisernent thar caught my eye. This was the
rcsearch question te be tackled: ,~
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f Hour is psytho-sociat adversitv related to tlsthmel morbidíty afld care?

It was explained thar this problem would be srudied by means ofqualirarive inrerviews.
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PIlRr ONE • INTRODUCTION

My immediate question was: how can qualitative interviews he!p to address
the topic at hand? The problem is not that people with asthma will be unable to
answer questions about their past nor, of course, thar they are likely to lie or mis-
lead the interviewer. Rather, like all of us, when faced with an outcorne (in this
case, a chronic illness), they will docurnenr their past in a way which fits it, high-
lighting certain features and downplaying others. In other words, the interviewer
will be inviting a retrospective rewriting of history with an unknown bearing
on the causal problem with which this research is concerned.

This is not to deny that valuable data may be gathered from such a qualitative
study. But rather that it will address an altogether different issue - narratives of
illness in which 'causes' and 'associations' work as rhetorical moves. By contrasr, a
quamitative study would seern to be much more appropriare to che research ques-
tion proposed. Quantitative surveys can be used on much larger samples than
qualitative interviews, alIowing inferences to be made to wider populations.
Moreover, such surveys have standardized, reliability measures to ascertain the
'facts' with which this study is concerned.

lndeed, why should a large-scale quantitative study be restricted to surveys or
interviews? If I wanted reliable, generalizable knowledge abour the relation
between rhese two variables (psycho-social adversiry and asthrna morbidiry),
I would start by looking at hospital records.

1 believe this example illustrates the need to fit your research design to your
research topic, But, of course, it overplays the opposition between qualitativa and
quantitative methods.

If resources alIow; many research quesrions can be thoroughly addressed by
combining different methods, using qualitative research to document the detail of,
>ay,how people interact in one situation and using quantitative methods to identifY
variance (see Chapter 8). The fact that simple quantitative measures are a feature of
some good qualitative research shows that the whole 'qualitative/quantitative'
dichotomv is open , to questiono In the context of this book, I view rnany such
dichotomíes or polarities in social science as highly dangerous. At best, they are
pcdagogic devices for students to obtain a first grip on a difl:icult field - they help
us to learn the jargon. At worst, they are excuses for not rhinking, which assernble
groups of researchers imo 'armed camps', unwilling to learn from one another.

Of course, as Table 2.1 (item 6) suggests, such armchair debates are of less
rclcvance than the simple test: 'what works for me?' As Becker comments about
liis use of qualitative data:

Irs the kind of research I've done, but thar represenrs a practical rather than an ideo-
iogical choice. Ir's what I knew how to do, and found personal enjoyrnenr in, so
1 kept on doing it. (1998: 6)

I lowcver,Becker adds that his 'choice' has nor blinded him to the value of quantitative
.Ipproaches:
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WHAT VOU CAN (ANO CAN'T) DO WITH QUAlITATIVE RESEARCH
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I've always been alive to the possibiliries of other methods (so long as they weren'c
pressed on me as rnatters of religious conviction) and have found ir particularly use-
fui to think about what I did in terms that come from such other ways of working
as survey research or mathematicalmodelling. (ibid.)

Not only does it sometimes pay to think of qualitative research, as Becker suggests,
in terrns of quantitative frameworks, but also it can be helpful occasionally
to combine qualitative an'd quanritative merhods.As I show in Chapter 14, simple
tabulations can be a useful tool for identifying deviant cases.

In this section, I have used one example to show the importance of thinking
through your rcsearch problern betore cornmitting yourselt' to a choice of
method.: But, as I have already hinted, the situation is rather more complicated
than this.

Y.'

2.4 UNDERSTANDlNG RESEARCH IN
TERMS DF DIFFERENT MDDElS

We can understand this complication better by returning to item 6 ofTable 2.1:
that is, am I committed to a particular research rnodel which implies a particular
methodology? Mode!s provide an overall framework for viewing reality. They
inform che concepts we use to define our research problem.

For instance, in the example we have been considering, the problem was
defined in terms of the relation between an independent variable ('psycho-social
adversity') and two dependem variables ('asthma morbidiry' and 'asthma care').These
kinds of concepts appear to derive from a positivist mode! which encourages us
to chart the re!ation berween variables which are operationally defined by the
researcher. Now, although positivism is the most common mode! used in quanti-
tative research (i.e. the default option), it sits uneasily within most qualitative
research designs. This is why I was puzzled by the choice of qualitativo data in rhe
design of rhe asrhma srudy.

Qualitative research designs rend to work wirh a rclatively SllMU number of
cases. Generally speaking, qualitarive researchers are prepared to sacrifice scope for
detail. Moreover, even what counts as 'detail' tends to vary between qualitative and
quantitative researchers. The latter rypically seek detail in certain aspects of
corre!ations between variables. By contrast, for qualitative researchers, 'detail' is
found in the precise parriculars of such matters as peoples understandings and
interactions. This is because qualitative researchers tend to use a non-posirivisr
mo de! of realiry.

Note the nega tive description of a model used in the previous sentence. This
was deliberare because, as we shall now see, there is no singlc agreed mode! wirhin
qualitative research.
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PART ONE • INTROOUCTION

Some qualitative researchers be!ieve that qualitative methods can provide a
'deeper' understanding of social phenomena than would be obtained from pure!y
quantitative data. In their editorial introduction to the second edition of their
Handbook of Qualitatille Reseanh, Denzin and Lincoln put it this way:

Qualitative researchers stress the social1y constructed nature of reality, the intima te
relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the situational constraints
rhat shape inquiry. They seek answers to questions that stress hou: social experience is
creared and given meaning. In contrast, quantitative studies emphasize the rneasure-
ment and analysis of causal relationships between variables, not processes. Proponents
of such studies claim that rheir work is done from within a value-free framework.
(2000: 8. authors' emphasis)

So far, so good. Denzin and Lincoln appear to offer a unitary mode! which pro-
vides a sharp contrast with the mode! used in quantitative research. Unfortunate!y,
if we dissect the e!ements that make up their mo de!, ali is not so clear. For
instance, not ali qualitative researchers would agree that, in contrast to quantita-
tive studies, 'values' automaticaliy enter their research (see Chapters 14 and 17).

ln addition, there seems to be a tension in the above guotation between a
concern with 'social consrruction' and a focus 011 'social experience" and 'meaning'.
Why should 'social construction' focus on the concepts of experience and meaning
but not involve behaviour and interaction? To use the asthma example again, why
would a qualitative study necessarily focus on experience but exclude, say, the
organization of clinic interactions in which doctors, patienrs and patients' families
together define 'asthrna care'?

A clue to Denzin and Lincoln's real focus is found a little later in their
lntroduction. They write:

Both qualitative ~nd quantitative researchers are concerned with lhe individual's point if
vieiu. However, qualitarive investigators think they can get closer to the actor's perspeaive
through detailed incerviewing and observation. They argue that quantitative researchers
are seldom able to capture their subjects' perspecrives because they have to rely on more
rernote, infcrential ernpirical methods and materials. (2000: IO, my ernphasis)

Note the concern evinced here for 'the individuais poinr of view' and 'rhe acrors
perspective'. This reflects a strong tradition in qualitative research which priori-
tises the study of perceptions, meanings and emotions. For that reason, we can
refer to it as an emotionalist model (see Gubrium and Holstein, 1997).

However, as Denzin and Lincoln thernselves recognize, qualitative researchers have
zmployed many other models. To simplifç, let me pick up rhe term 'social consrruction'
used in the first Denzin and Lincoln quocation. Opposed to the emotionalist mode! is
~ constroctioIÚst mode! which prioritises interaction over meaning and, therefore,
prefers to look ar what people do without any necessary reference to what they are
thinking or feeling. The difierences between these two mode!s are ourlined in Table 2.1.
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WHAT VOU CAN (ANO CAN'T) DO WITH QUALlTATIVE RESEARCH

TABLE 2.2 TWO MODELS COMPARED

Emotionalism Constructionism
Focus Meaning, emotion

Aim Authentic insights

8ehaviour

Studying how phenomena
are constructed

Preferred data Open-ended interviews Observation; texts; tapes

1 discuss the emotionalist position further in Silverman (2004) and the nature
and purpose of mode!s is exarnined in greater depth in Chapter 7. For the
moinent, IJUSt want to leave you wirh the thought that 'qualirarive research C\I1

mean many different things.
By now, this whole debate may have lefi you thoroughly confused. As a begin-

ning researcher, you may rightly feel that the last thing you need is to sink imo
an intractable debate between warring camps.

However, it helps if we treat this less as a war and more as a clarion cali to be
cIear about the issues that animate our work and he!p to define our research
problem. As [ argue in Chapter 6, purely theoretical debates are often less rhan
he!pful if we want to carry out effective research. The point is to se!ect a mo dei
that makes sense to you (and, of course, there are more than the two modeIs
relevant to qualitative research - see Chapter 7). The strengths and weaknesses of
any mode! will only be revealed in what you can do with it.

1 will, therefore, conclude this chaprer with a single case study which 1 believe
, is an inspiring exarnple which shows the value of using a clear-cut mode! and,

thereby, demonstrates the particular explanatory power of qualitative research.

Case study: 'pcsltíve thinking'

Wilkinson and Kitzinger (2000) (henceforth WK) were interested in the way
in which both laypeople and many medical staff assume that 'positive think-
ing' helps vou cape better with cancer. They point out that most of the evi-
dence for rhis belief derives frorn questionnaires in which people tick a box
or circle a number.

What alternative can we offer to this kind of guantitative research? The
preferred qualitative route has been to analyse what people with cancer say
in open-ended interviews. Deriving from what I have called the emotion-
alist model, such research has generally sought out patients' meanings and
emotions and, as WK point out, has broadly supported the findings of quanti-
cative srudies. However, there is a problem here:

Cont ...
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